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Abstract

The Actinobacteriophage Database (PhagesDB) is a comprehensive, interactive, database-backed

website that collects and shares information related to the discovery, characterization and gen-

omics of viruses that infect Actinobacterial hosts. To date, more than 8000 bacteriophages—includ-

ing over 1600 with sequenced genomes—have been entered into the database. PhagesDB plays a

crucial role in organizing the discoveries of phage biologists around the world—including students

in the SEA-PHAGES program—and has been cited in over 50 peer-reviewed articles.

Availability and Implementation: http://phagesdb.org/

Contact: gfh@pitt.edu

1 Introduction

The first decade of Actinobacteriophage genomics began with the

sequencing of L5 in 1993 (Hatfull and Sarkis, 1993), and culmi-

nated in the publication of a comparative analysis of 14 mycobacter-

iophage genomes in 2003 (Pedulla et al., 2003). At a pace of just

over one genome per year, it was feasible to manage the resulting

data using GenBank and local spreadsheets. Two subsequent devel-

opments, however, rendered this approach untenable. First, the cre-

ation of the Phage Hunters Integrating Research and Education

(PHIRE) program (Hanauer et al., 2006; Hatfull et al., 2006) estab-

lished a path for novice high school and college scientists to isolate,

purify and characterize their own novel phages, providing a sharp

increase in the number of phage isolates available for sequencing

(Hatfull, 2015). Second, the advent of Next-Generation Sequencing

technologies allowed for faster and cheaper sequencing of those

phages’ genomes. The result was an exponential increase in the num-

ber of phage genomes sequenced in the following decade (Hatfull,

2015). The establishment of the Science Education Alliance-Phage

Hunters Advancing Genomics and Evolutionary Science (SEA-

PHAGES) program in 2008 (Jordan et al., 2014) further increased

the pipeline for isolation and sequencing of Actinobacteriophages,

and managing the data generated by these programs presented a

challenge.

PhagesDB was developed to be a single, centralized repository of

phage information where anyone interested in or involved with

phage research could access and submit data. A web-accessible data-

base model allowed the storage and retrieval of data in a systematic

and flexible way, as well as providing easy access to anyone with an

internet connection. PhagesDB launched in April 2010, and was ini-

tially only for Mycobacteriophages (phages of mycobacterial hosts).

In 2015, it became the Actinobacteriophage Database to include all

phages infecting hosts in the Phylum Actinobacteria. Over the past

two years, PhagesDB has averaged �6400 unique monthly users.

2 Design

PhagesDB was created using Django (http://djangoproject.com/) and

is hosted on a WebFaction server. Django is a Python-based web-de-

velopment framework, and was chosen for its versatility, accessibil-

ity to non-professional programmers, clarity of documentation, and

numerous out-of-the-box features including a fully functional ad-

ministrative site. Rather than host PhagesDB locally, we chose

WebFaction for its easy integration with Django, its data security

and its low downtime.

The underlying MySQL database began with a few simple

tables—Phages, Clusters and Subclusters—but has grown to include

Institutions, Hosts, Publications, Phams, Protocols, Genes,

Documents and more. Django’s flexibility facilitates the addition of

features as needed.

3 Features

PhagesDB has individual phage pages for each of the more than

8000 phages that have been entered into the database. These pages
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contain detailed information about the phages, including discovery

details (GPS coordinates, year found, isolation temperature, host

bacterium, etc.), sequencing details (genome length, GþC content,

type of genome termini, etc.), characterization details (morphotype,

cluster/subcluster, gene list, etc.) and useful files (fasta sequence file,

plaque picture, restriction digest picture, micrograph, etc.). If applic-

able, there are links to the GenBank entry for the phage, as well as

the paper it was published in.

PhagesDB has a variety of ways the user can view and interact

with phage groups. Phage lists can be generated and sorted by host

(genus, species, or strain), cluster, subcluster, institution, year

found, genome length, GþC content and several other criteria.

The filter page (http://phagesdb.org/filter/) allows for combining

criteria to target a group of phages with specific characteristics.

Each phage cluster and subcluster has its own page with a list of

member phages as well as meta-data about the cluster/subcluster

itself, such as number of members, average genome size and GþC

content and the host genera which its members infect. There is an

interactive map that displays all sequenced phages/clusters with

known GPS coordinates, which provides information about the

geographical distribution of phage isolation locations. The com-

pare page (http://phagesdb.org/compare/) allows users to view all

plaque pictures, restriction digest pictures, or micrographs for a

given group of phages.

PhagesDB contains amino-acid level information about its

sequenced phage genomes via integration with Phamerator

(Cresawn et al., 2011). A public Phamerator database of

Actinobacteriophages is maintained by the University of Pittsburgh,

and its information on Phamilies (Phams) of phage genes is inte-

grated into the PhagesDB website. Each sequenced phage has a

clickable gene list, and each gene’s amino acid sequence is available

for download, local BLAST, or NCBI BLAST. Genes are also search-

able by Pham number or gene function.

There are local blastn and blastp databases that contain many

phage genomes and proteins that have not yet been published in

GenBank or other public databases (http://phagesdb.org/blast/). In

order to ensure that recently-sequenced genomes appear promptly

in local blast results, a cronjob updates the local blastn database

three times a week. A separate daily cronjob checks whether

there’s a new version of the Actino_Draft Phamerator database,

and if so it accordingly updates the local Pham information and

blastp database.

In addition to providing phage-related data, PhagesDB also

houses valuable resources for Actinobacteriophage biologists.

Among these are experimental protocols—organized by workflow

stage—describing how to isolate, purify, sequence and annotate

phages. There is a list of phage-related publications, a glossary of

common phage terms, links to useful bioinformatic tools and a list

of institutions that have discovered phages.

4 Access and rights to data

All users can freely view the data from PhagesDB. Users also have

the option of registering (using a Google, Facebook, Twitter, or

PhagesDB account) for the site, allowing them to add new phages

they have discovered to the database. Registered users may also

modify the data for phages they have entered as they learn more

about their phages’ characteristics.

In addition to standard web browsing, PhagesDB provides sev-

eral ways to retrieve the underlying data. The data download page

(http://phagesdb.org/data/) has links to download all phage genome

sequences, tab-delimited text files with extensive information about

each phage, and images containing all plaque pictures, restriction di-

gest gel pictures, or micrographs for any given cluster. Each Pham

page has a link to download the amino acid sequences of all mem-

bers of that Pham for comparative proteomic purposes.

We have recently added an RESTful Application Programming

Interface (API) to allow users to access many underlying data in a

more computer-friendly way (http://phagesdb.org/api/schema/). The

PhagesDB API takes requests for all phages, sequenced phages,

phages by host, phages by cluster/subcluster, etc., and returns json

objects with the requested information.

PhagesDB houses some data that are not yet published in any

other medium, including recently-finished genome sequences. The

PhagesDB Terms of Use (http://phagesdb.org/terms/) provides guide-

lines on how and which data may be used by third parties. For ex-

ample, users who wish to use otherwise-unpublished data in their

own analyses must seek permission from the owners of those data.

5 Discussion

PhagesDB satisfies two distinct but complementary needs. First, it

provides a centralized resource for the Actinobacteriophage research

community to submit, access and analyze data. It was designed to be

synchronized with the pace of discovery, avoiding the time-lag be-

tween sequencing and availability of annotated genomes in

GenBank. On PhagesDB, quality-controlled sequences are posted as

soon as they become available, and Pham information is updated

frequently. There are currently more than 600 genomes available in

PhagesDB that are not yet in GenBank.

Second, PhagesDB links students from across the world who are

performing authentic research via the SEA-PHAGES program

(Jordan et al., 2014), and demonstrates that their discoveries are in-

deed meaningful and relevant to the research community at large.

Students can enter their own data into a legitimate scientific data-

base, and can compare their discoveries in real time with those of

students from around the world. There are more than 6400 regis-

tered PhagesDB users with xxx.edu email addresses, reflecting usage

by student researchers.

PhagesDB is a critical component of the SEA-PHAGES program,

and it seems likely that similar systems for data organization and

distribution will be core features of other large and broadly dissemi-

nated integrated research-education programs.
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